
If a drummer comes out of retirement do you think there will be 
repercussions? 

Hello Choir Members, 

Here is the information about the two events coming up in early August - please support them if you 
can.  As you can see, I have also included the two jokes that I promised (and then completely forgot 
about) at last night's AGM!  Enjoy the weather this weekend,   

Mandy 

Songbirds Outdoors - Let's Sing!  Thursday August 5th in Charlotta's garden! 

The Committee really hopes you are able to join in with this event: 

 Charlotta's address is:  26, Swingbridge Street, Foxton  LE16 7RH 

 Arrive for 6.30pm (we aim to finish by 8.00pm). 

 Don't forget your music! 

 If you want to sit down, bring your own camping, or other chair. 

 We may need to remain at least a metre apart from each other and can also wear a mask if 
this increases confidence. 

 Bring your own drink of water - or any other drink!! However, a toilet will not be easily 
available! 

 We can be sociable of course but maybe not too sociable - sorry, no hugs. 

Sorry if it sounds as though we are trying to squeeze every last drop of fun out of the event but until 
the government updates its requirements for community choirs this seems to be our only viable and 
safe way forward - we hope to hear of changes to guidelines in the near future. 

If it turns out to be rainy on August 5th - please check you emails after 2pm as, if the event has to 
be cancelled, that is when information will be sent to you. 

Patient:  Doctor, doctor I am having terrible trouble with my jogging 
trousers!! 

Doctor:  Oh dear - I think you may need a trackybottomy! 

Sunday August 8th - Car Rally  

Alison (Roberts) has been organising an annual car rally for her drama group in 

Northampton for many years now, and they always prove very popular.   She is excited to be 

putting one together for Songbirds this year, exploring the beautiful north Northamptonshire 

countryside, with fun questions to answer and things to look out for along the way.  

 You don't need to be able to read a map - the route instructions are as clear as possible and 

Alison says she hasn't managed to lose anyone yet!  All you need is some friends and/or 

family to share the fun, a pen or two, and a phone with a camera.   

Alison is trying to find a nice pub with a garden for our finish, so we can relax with a drink 

and maybe a bite to eat while she and her husband mark our answers.   

There's a maximum of 12 cars, so book soon by emailing either Mandy or Alison 

(alison_jane59@hotmail.co.uk). 
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